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Y.G. Sinai studied 1-dimensional random walk in a random medium with indepen- 
dent increments. T. Brox extended his result to the continuous case. The process 
investigated by Brox is regarded as one associated with the following energy form 
on LE(e -B'(x''°) dx): 
1 f du dv e_B~(x,o~) ~(u,v)=~ dxxdx dx, u, vc  Co(R I ) ,  (1) 
where B~(x,w) is 1-dimensional Brownian motion. Now, replacing the speed 
measure by 
(i) m'°(dx) = e -B'(Ixl'°~) dx, 
(ii) rn'°(dx) =e -B~x'°') dx (Bd(x, w) being d-dimensional Levy Brownian 
motion) or 
(iii) m'°(dx) = e -(B'(x~)++sqxa)) dx, 
we extend the energy form (1) to multidimensional ones. According to the general 
theory of  Dirichlet space the diffusions constructed by these energy forms are 
irreducible and conservative a.e. Then, our problem is whether the above diffusions 
are recurrent or transient. In the case d = 1, they are recurrent a.e. by virtue of 
Feller's canonical form of generator. In the multidimensional case, by Ichihara's 
criteria, we see that the process in the case (i) is recurrent for any d. This statement 
also holds under some perturbation like m~(dx) = e -(B`(lxl'°~)+h(x''°)) dx, if the function 
u(r) = log ~s d-, e h(r,O) dO satisfies some integral criterion. The processes in the cases 
(ii) and (iii) do not satisfy Ichihara's transience criterion and it is difficult to check 
the recurrence one. 
